
THE TROUBADOUR OF THE WEST 

spent a lot of time at my grandmother's house when I was a boy. 

My mother certainly didn't object to this since her time was well-

occupied by her three youngest children - all of whom were within 18 

months of age. They were cute, chubby little blond-haired rescals and, as 

you might imagine, were the subject of considerable attention by friends 

and relatives. 

My grandmother, on the other hand, seemed to be smitten by tall, 

skinny, dark-haired kids and she gave me her full attention during my 

periods of residence. She and my grandfather lived on the famity farm 

near Bellefontaine, Ohio, in a big old farm house that dated, in part, from 

the late 1800's. It was a wonderful old house and had a lot of dark, un-

used rooms fitled with outsized furniture and large pictures of family 

ancestors encased in ornate gilt frames. 

I pretty much had free run of the house with the exception of two 

rooms which were specifically "off limits· - even to a favorite grandson. 

One of these rooms was the parlor, which to my recollection was used 

only to entertain the Methodist minister on his infrequent visits to my 

grandparents' home. The other was my grandmother's "sewing room", a 

modest little room on the east side of the house. It was always locked, 

but the door was glass-paneled and some of the features of the room were 
plainly visible. Most memorable to me were a saffron-colored settee, a 

funny-looking end-table, and a tall, narrow bookcase with a glass front. 

My grandmother told me that the bookcase contained my father's boyhood 

books and that one day - when I was ·ready· - they would be mine to read. 

That day finally came when I was almost 12 years old. Grandmother 



showed me her vanity drawer where she kept the key to the room and said 

I could go into the sewing room whenever I wanted to read . The only 

caveats she imposed were that I not take the books from the room and that 

I must not disclose the key's hiding place to my younger siblings. (Both of 

these injunctions were subsequently relaxed .) 

Well, getting that key was like receiving the key to Fort Knox. I fell 

to reading with a vengeance. Over the next couple of years - during my 

visits to the farm - I was almost constantly in the sewing room, sitting 

on the saffron settee and reading . The books were standard reading for 

boys in the late 19th and early 20th centuries: Horatio Alger stories 

(about which I've spoken here previously); the "Tom Swift" series, which 

featured a young man and friends experimenting with radical new 

Inventions that were already old hat In the 1940's; the "Dave Darrln at 

Annapolis" series wherein was related the adventures of a young Frank 

Merriwether wannabe at the Naval Academy; and several standards such as 

"Captains Courageous" and "Treasure Island" 

On the bottom shelf were a few titles by someone named Zane Grey. 

Because of their location and their "adult" titles, I deferred reading these 

until the last. The wait was worthwhile . Looking back, I suppose I was 

just at the right age to appreciate these books and the characterizations 

which Grey wove into them. I read them uncritically and enjoyed them. 

Then I got old enough to do heavier work on the farm and put them away 

with the other things of my youth. 

It's only been in the past few years that I've renewed an Interest in 

Zane Grey and his writings. Part of this is attributable, I'm sure, to the 

fact that I now have more time on my hands; but another factor may be the 

quiet reexamination of his writings by literary critics who now seem 
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more willing to weigh those writings' merit against the background of the 

man and his times. 

Zane Grey is, if my perception is correct, being lost to time, but he 

had an interesting life and is one of those characters whose origins belie 

their accomplishments. I hope you'll agree. 

First of all, Grey was an Ohioan. He was born on January 31, 1872, 

in Zanesville, Ohio, a town founded in the 18th century by his great-

grandfather, Colonel Ebenezer Zane. Col. Zane, you may know, was the man 

who blazed a trail from Wheeling, West Virginia to Maysville, Kentucky, in 

the early days of the Ohio frontier; this trail was known as Zane's Trace 

and U.S. 40, the National Road, followed much of that original wilderness 

road. 

Young Grey was christened ·Pearl Zane Gray", with his last name 

being spelled with an "a". The spelling was changed later to "Grey·, with 

an "e", for no known reason and "Pearl" was dropped as soon as he began 

writing. Many Ohioans are familiar with the frontierswoman named "Betty 

Zane". She was Ebenezer Zane's sister and Zane Grey's great-great aunt. 

She is remembered primarily because of a feat she supposedly pulled off 

in 1782 during an Indian siege of Ft. Henry in Wheeling . The defenders of 

the fort were running short of powder and young Betty, a teenager at the 

time, volunteered to fetch some from a blockhouse some little distance 

from the fort (accounts vary as to the preCise distance, but most are in 

accord that it was about 50 yards.) When none of the men objected to 

Betty's offer, she slipped out of the fort and set sail for the blockhouse. 

The Indians were so surprised by her sortie that they failed to fire a shot. 

On the return trip, however, with several pounds of powder thrown over 

her shoulder, they awoke to what was happening and started shooting at 
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her. Fortunately, she made it safely back to the fort and became the 

heroine of the siege which was soon lifted. Both she and her great-

nephew were extremely proud of this exploit. 

Zane's father was a dentist and a man of some consequence in Zanes-

ville. Zane had the standard boy's upbringing in a small midwestern town. 

He had a particular fondness for the outdoors and for fishing in particular. 

A boyhood friend characterized Zane as being "a young boy with a vivid 

imagination who reacted strongly to his physical surroundings. He also 

loved to read, although he was not too interested in school." 

Zane liked to read books such as "The Last of the Mohicans" and 

"Robinson Crusoe" and Beadle dime novels. He was also a baseball nut and 

a pretty good player. His brother, Romer, who was three years younger, 

was also a good player and the two played on various teams together for 

years. Zane had another brother, Ellsworth, who was 11 years older, and 

two older sisters, but he and Romer were particularly close and were 

lifelong companions. 

His father wanted Zane to be dentist and, at the age of 17, Zane 

found himself making teeth, cleaning them and even pulling them in his 

father's office. Now, having your teenaged son pulling teeth in your office 

does not seem a very professional or businesslike way of conducting a 

dental practice. Perhaps this was the source of some "financial setbacks" 

which caused the Gray family to move to Columbus in 1890, when Zane 

was 18. Whatever the reason for the move, it marked the end of Zane's 

idyllic childhood. 

About all Zane did in Columbus was play baseball and pull teeth -

probably in that order. The state dental SOCiety finally got after him and 

his father for pulling teeth without a license, so Zane was obliged to seek 
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out a dental college. This proved easier than he thought it might because 

the University of Pennsylvania wanted him for its baseball team and gave 

him a scholarship to study dentistry. 

Zane's college years were not particularly notable, but he spent a lot 

of time reading and developing an ability to write stories. He is remembel 

ed chiefly for his baseball exploits and for one brawl he had during his 

freshman year. It seems that freshmen were barred from certain seats in 

lecture halls. Zane, wearing his freshman beanie, was spotted sitting in 

the forbidden section by a group of upperclassmen who decided to teach 

the upstart a lesson and throw him out. A terrible fight ensued with Zane, 

at 5'8" and 150 pounds, defending his turf ferociously. At the end of the 

struggle, in which numbers prevailed, Zane was naked except for one sock, 

the rest of his clothes having been torn off. At the disciplinary hearing 

which followed, Zane escaped with a warning and probation - largely due 

to the intercession of the baseball coach and Zane's roommate at Penn, the 

noted football center, AI Bull. 

In spite of this brawl - or maybe because of it - Zane made a number 

of fast friends at Penn, primarily among the athletes. He joined Sigma Nu 

fraternity which had a disproportionate number of athletes among its 

membership and ultimately received his diploma in 1896. He proceeded 

immediately to New York City and hung out his shingle at 100 W. 74th St. 

as "Po Zane Grey, DDS. (this was the first known instance of the changed 

spelling of his last name.) 

His brother, Romer, also became a dentist and followed Zane to New 

York. The two played semi-pro baseball and did a lot of camping and 

fishing on the Delaware River. As for their dental practices, there is no 

historical record to show that the incidence of dental health problems in 



New York City decreased significantly during the last years of the 19th 

century . 

In 1900, Zane was introduced to Lina Elise Roth of New York City. 

She was 11 years younger than he and they began a 5-year courtship which 

finally culminated in marriage in 1905. Zane called his new wife "Dolly·, 

but they were to have 34 relatively happy years together in spite of that 

infelicetous soubriquet. During his courtship years, Zane tried to combine 

his dental practice with his increasing desire to write. His first 

published effort appeared in 1902 in a magazine called "Recreation" and 

was titled,"A Day on the Delaware". It illustrated two things: (a) Zane's 

extensive reading had given him an ability to tell a story; and (b) His great 

love of nature came through in vivid appealing descriptions. There was 

nothing in this initial effort to suggest, however, that Zane Grey would 

become one of the most widely-read authors of the 20th century. 

In 1902, also. he started his first novel. It was about the frontier 

life of his great aunt, Betty Zane, and bore her name as its title . Zane 

couldn't entice anyone to publish this novel so ended up doing it himself -

using some of Dolly's money to do so. She did not object to this. Her 

interests were literary and she had majored In English during her college 

years. One of the things that attracted her to Zane, she said later, was 

that he intended to become a writer. 

Like many authors - both before and since - Zane had not done well 

in the very subjects he should have been most interested in in high school 

and college: grammar and English. He had spent too much time on 

athletics. But, these areas of weakness for Zane were the areas in which 

Dolly excelled and had majored in in college. Even during their courtship, 

she reviewed everything he wrote and coached him in writing technique. 



She corrected his grammar and spelling and made suggestions for 

rewriting. Most importantly, she was sensible enough to avoid criticizing 

anything Zane had written. She appreciated the fragile ego of a budding 

writer and encouraged Zane to persist even when early publishing 

rejections had him rethinking his choice of a career. 

Even after he achieved success, Dolly continued to act as his private 

editor and critic and did this throughout their lives together. It is 

significant that the only novel which his publisher ever sent back for 

major revision was the one which Dolly never reviewed. She was on an 

extensive European trip with their children at the time. 

Zane and Dolly had three children - Romer, Betty and Loren. They 

were apparently devoted and caring parents and the children grew up 

without incident. Romer, the eldest, managed the Zane Grey literary 

properties until his death in 1983. 

Zane's second novel was more favorably received by the publishers 

and came out in 1906. It was entitled "Spirit of the Border" and was a 

novel about the Ohio frontier and some of the people who lived during that 

period. This was, Incidentally, the first of Grey's novels I read and the one 

which fired my desires to read more of his work. The modest proceeds 

from this novel were apparently enough to convince Zane that he was 

wastng his time in dentistry so he left New York City and bought a 5-acre 

tract where the Delaware and Lackawaxen Rivers meet; this is in the area 

known as the Delaware Water Gap. He built a house here, as did his 

brothers, Romer and Ellsworth. Together, the brothers constructed a 

fourth house on the property for their widowed mother and their sister. 

While at this family compound, Zane wrote his third and last novel about 

the Ohio frontier, entitled "The Last Trail". It was moderately successful 
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and Indicated a growing writing skill. 

What happened next changed Zane's career and indeed his life. At a 

literary dinner in New York, Zane met Buffalo Jones, an eccentric rancher 

and hunter who had turned into a conservationist and breeder of the 

rapidly vanishing buffalo. The two men hit it off immediately and Jones 

invited Zane to go with him to Arizona and to write about Jones" 

activities as a protector of the buffalo. 

Arizona blew Zane's mind. The East had lost him and while his home 

remained at lackawaxen until 1918 virtually all his remaining novels 

were about the American West. The first one after his Arizona trip was 

"The Heritage of the Desert" , published in 1910 by Harper & Row. This 

publishing association was to continue throughout Zane's life. This was in 

spite of an early assessment delivered to Zane in a face-to-face meeting 

by a Harper editor who had just finished reading one of his manuscripts. 

The editor said: "I do not see anything in this to convince me you can write 

either narrative or fiction." That he recovered from this blow is amazing 

and probably a tribute to Dolly. The manuscript was incidentally for a 

novel entitled, "The last of the Plainsmen", one of his best, which another 

publisher was quite happy to accept. 

"The Heritage of the Desert" was followed in 1912 by the novel many 

people consider to be Zane's best, "Riders of the Purple Sage". This was a 

melodramatic story set among the Mormon settlements of Southeastern 

Utah about escapes from Mormon vengeance. In the novel, Grey exhibited 

antagonism toward the practice of polygamy and the rigidity of Mormon 

theology, but this was not unusual for authors of the time. Actually, and 

contrary to popular thought, Grey was not anti-Mormon and over the course 

of his writings presented them in a balanced light. 



To manY,the significant feature of "Riders of the Purple Sage" was 

the creation of the archetypical western gunfighter, a man named 

Lassiter. He was quiet, slow to anger, courtly to women and unrelenting 

in vengeance when finally aroused. LaSSiter, by one name or another, was 

the mold for many of Grey's subsequent heroes, as well as for the 

gunfighters of other western novelists and movie-makers. 

After "Riders of the Purple Sage", Grey's career was meteoric. From 

1917 to 1926, for example, there was at least one Zane Grey novel on 

every year's best- seller list. Any book he wrote had a guaranteed sale of 

at least one-half million copies. It's worth noting, as an indication of the 

appeal of "Riders of the Purple Sage" that 260.000 copies were sold from 

1982-88 throughout the world. His novels were popular abroad, especially 

in Great Britain and Scandinavia, and were translated into several foreign 

language editions in both Eastern and Western Europe and in South 

America . 

Carlton Jackson, one of Grey's biographers, has noted that "his 

successful career as a writer was a case of the times and the man 

meeting each other at the most opportune moment, for Grey visited and 

roamed the West at probably the best of all possible periods. The West 

was still wild - with plenty of animal and climatic difficulties - but the 

hardships confronted by the first settlers had been overcome. Grey's 

relationship with the West came before the tourism that altered much of 

the area's natural beauty. He saw the Wild West when pioneer conditions 

no longer prevailed, but before the modern era had begun. This fact may 

have been instrumental In what seemed to be his over- romanticizing of 

the American West." 

In a very real sense, most of Grey's works could be called historical 



novels because he gave, on the whole, accurate reconstructions of the 

periods he wrote about. He usually took copious notes on places he 

described, and he profited from associations with "old timers" who 

actually had seen what Grey put into his novels. His writing technique 

was unusual, to say the least. After gathering research about the 

background of his story, he would nurse the story in his imagination for a 

long time before committing it to paper. But, when he finally did write, 

he wrote quickly in longhand and with little revision. He turned out 

100,000 words a month sometimes and alternated these periods of 

prolific writing with extended periods of hunting , fishing and exploring. 

But, even these periods of R&R usually had a pay-off, for they generated 

material which Grey used in writing magazine features and even one or 

two novels about outdoor adventures. Frankly, I think that Grey did some 

of his finest writing for adventure magazines. His love for nature and his 

desire to test his physical endurance and courage in sporting adventure 

comes across honestly and powerfully. 

Yet, there were some critics who mocked Grey's stories about 

hunting and fishing. Robert H. Davis, a New York editor and friend of Zane, 

often spoke derisively of the latter's "fish tales". He said: "If Zane went 

out with a mosquito net to catch minnows, he could make it sound like a 

Roman gladiator setting forth to slay whales in the Tiber". Another time, 

upon reading Grey's statement that a battle with a hard-fighting tuna 

"liberates the brute instinct in man", Davis quipped, "It also liberates the 

qualities of a liar." Grey's own son, seeking to explain his father's macho 

qualities that drove him to excel in physical combat with nature, 

concluded simply: "He never understood that you don't have to catch fish 

to have a good time." 
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In spite of the success his novels experienced, Zane was very unsure 

of himself as a writer. He had periods of deep depression - even during 

his salad days - which were caused in part by lack of confidence and his 

feeling that what he was turning out was not as penetrating and as 

psychologically accurate as the works of others. Unfortunately for Zane, 

his feelings of inadequacy were reinforced by many literary critics who, 

(un-fairly it is now believed) , labeled him a hack. 

But, in hindsight, it is obvious that, for all his shortcomings, Zane 

Grey molded the elements of the Western literary tradition into the shape 

it was to have until the 1960's. All those cowboy movies and Saturday 

afternoon western serials we saw were in the best Grey tradition . As a 

matter of fact, between 1920 and 1939, 36 feature films based on his 

novels were made by Hollywood. I'm sure some of his favorite characters 

who appeared in them will be remembered by you, specifically, the 

naughty flapper who goes West and meets a he-man cowboy and is 

transformed into a dutiful and adoring wife; the woman disguised as a 

young male; the shattered war veteran who seeks to rebuild his life in the 

West;the noble outlaw and the jaded society girl revitalized by the West. 

Zane was not good at writing about women and most of his female 

characters are one-dimensonal at best. Sex was definitely not a principal 

theme in his novels. His view of women was that they needed the guidance 

and protection of strong men to survive in the West and that, left to their 

own devices, they were bound to get into predicaments from which only a 

strong man could extricate them. Grey did admire ·spunk" in a woman and 

a couple of his female characters are treated in a manner which would 

find broader acceptance today. Nevertheless, one critic wrote that the 

female characterizations which Grey sought to achieve were "women 
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whose breasts are bared in struggles with villains." I would remind you, 

however, that many heroines in today's so-called "romantic novels" are 

characterized in roughly the same manner. 

Actually, Zane was better with Indians than he was with women. He 

was sympathetic to their problems with the encroaching whites and 

admired their qualities of stoicism, physical endurance and oneness with 

the natural world . In several of his novels, Indians are assigned 

significant roles in plot development and are rarely, if ever, condemned 

broadly. The same cannot be said for Grey's treatment of missionaries 

who worked among the Indians. He was very critical of them and assigned 

many of the Indians' woes to their civilizing influence. One of the book 

jacket blurbs about Grey reads: "The blood of Indian chieftains flows in his 

veins". His great-grandfather, Ebenezer, had married a woman whose 

mother was the daughter of an Indian chief. Zane was, therefore, 1I32nd 

Indian. 

Grey's conception of the West remained pretty well intact until the 

1960's, when the western novel took on new dimensions, featuring in 

particular a new concentration on psychological characterizations. 

Writers such as Larry McMurtry, Ken Keasey, Emerson Hough, and Jack 

Schaefer attempted to explain the violence and moral deterioration of the 

present day through its roots in the violence and crudity of our western 

past. No one - least of all the heroes of their stories - was all good or all 

bad, and they attempted to inject a note of realism into problems of the 

country which exist even today. Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Anderson and 

Lewis were Grey's literary contemporaries but, unlike them, Grey was not 

a debunker and did not deal solely with what had gone wrong in America. 

He wanted to point out the essentially positive aspects of the country and 
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to show that its past indicated a brighter future than many of his contem-

poraries were willing to concede. 

Grey died suddenly of a massive stroke on October 23, 1939, at his 

home in Altadena, California. His output had diminished in his final two 

years and much of his time was spent in touring on his yacht, named 

Fisherman, in the South Pacific and along the coast of South America. 

Dolly did not accompany him on these trips but stayed in California 

devoting herself to the business details of Zane's writings and raising 

their three children. There were rumors that Zane entertained women on 

his yacht, but nothing of substance was ever developed on this. It seems 

more likely that he found his yacht a good place to "be with the guys", 

doing guy sorts of things like fishing and playing cards rather than 

engaging in hanky-panky. Dolly was smart enough to know that Zane 

needed to get away from his writing from time-to-time and also secure 

enough in her marriage to permit him to do so. She never seriously 

objected to his fishing and exploring trips and apparently considered them 

a part of the price for Zane's success. 

Most authors' deaths mean the end of their literary output. In Zane's 

case, however, death was the beginning-point for one of the more unusual 

events in American literary history. Within 6 months of his death, Harper 

& Row brought out a Grey story which was said to have been found in 

manuscript form in an attic truck. The trunk must have been a very large 

one, for Harper found enough manuscrips in it to publish one new novel per 

year for 14 years after Zane's death. In fact, what was billed as his last 

novel, a work entitled "Reef Girl", was published in 1977, some 38 years 

after his death. Not surprisingly, this treasure trove of manuscripts 

caused consternation among literary critics. Most of them turned ugly and 
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began suggesting that these "discovered" manuscripts were not Grey's at 

all, but had in fact been ghostwrittten at the behest of the publisher. The 

continuing stream of post-death novels contributed greatly to the cooling 

of the critics toward Grey's writings, but there was a very logical reason 

for their existence which never came to light until Grey's official 

biographer started digging into the mystery in the late 1970's. Very 

simply, Grey's stupendous output in the 1930's had resulted in a publishing 

backlog at Harper. The latter were reluctant to release more than one or 

two novels a year and Zane's sudden death in 1939 caught them in an 

awkward fix . 
-t ... U IoJ /<.. 

From this developed the "trutl< in the attic" story, which, if Harper 

didn't start, at least it didn't deny. Actually, there is much documentation 

from Zane's diaries about the fact that he wrote these novels published 

after his death. "Reef Girl', for example, although not published until 

1977, was written by Zane in the mid-thirties after a trip to Tahiti. 

Zane Grey fits in well with the fits of nostalgia that we Americans 

experience from time to time. In these days when there aren't many 

blacks and whites, only differing shades of gray (no pun intended) we 

yearn for simpler times and escapist values. Perhaps that's the appeal 

which Zane Grey had for millions of readers - or maybe it was just simply 

that the man could express the innermost feelings most of us have for the 

beauty of nature. Let me close by reading a brief passage from "Riders of 

the Purple Sage" which will illustrate how Zane could dip into his palette 

of words and come up with descriptive language we can only marvel at. 

This brief excerpt describes sundown on the desert: 

"The pale afterglow in the west darkened with the merging of 

twilight into night. The sage now spread out black and gloomy. One dim 
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star glimmered in the southwest sky. The sound of trotting horses had 

ceased, and there was silence broken only by a faint, dry pattering of 

cottonwood leaves in the soft night wind . Into this peace and calm 

suddenly broke the high-keyed yelp of a coyote, and from far off in the 

darkness came the faint answering note of a trailing mate." 

I wish I'd written that. 

Robert J. Watkins 
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